Structural arrangement of the cardiac collagen fibers of healthy and diabetic dogs.
The heart is composed by a specialized muscle, whose form and function are essentials for an adequate work and shows an amount of connective tissue which support and provide insertion for this muscle, whose collagen fibers are responsible for determination of tissue feature. Our objective was to identify the structural arrangement of the heart collagen fibers in dogs. The hearts of the dogs were submitted to the process of the controlled digestion with NaOH solution and observed by scanning electron microscope. Our results showed that the collagen fibers of the endomysial wall have structural arrangement composed by an irregular network with one layer in normal dogs but in diabetic dogs the network acquires a greater amount of the fibers and layers, looking like a "rug" of fibers modifying the relationships of the stress/strain of the tissue. Ahead of the observed results we are able to conclude that exist increase in the amount and thickness of cardiac collagen fibers, beyond the increase of layers and architectural disarrangement in the endomysial wall in the diabetic dogs.